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Committed to helping  
and empowering people  
all over the world to  
seek safety and control  
of their lives



Fast Facts
Connected is an app that allows parents keep their minds at ease and never  
have to second guess where their children are -- or if they’re safe.

Key Highlights:
Know where your kids are  
Find out if they arrived safely  
Receive alerts when they  
need help
Relax with unprecedented  
peace of mind



Apps, Software, Information  
Technology, Mobile, Internet  

Services

Industry: Market Size:
400 Million Families

Target Customer:
Married couples with at least one adolescent or younger child,  
with a upper- to middle-class income (meaning they can afford  

smartphones and to get their child at least the GPS tracking  
devices) | Example: watches, Bluetooth finders, etc.



Every Parents Problem

Parents constantly feel worried and  
anxious about their children’s  
whereabouts. They don't know  
where they are. They don't  
know if they are safe.

It's a horrible experience that every  
parent goes through.

Consequently, parents constantly  
contact their kids to feel a sense of  
comfort.



KAYISOFT's Connected app solves these  
problems with outstanding features like:

Live Location Updates
Place Entry Exit Notifications
Drive Reports
Travel History
Help Alerts

Connected helps parents alleviate some of
that worry and stress without having to
constantly contact their children through
traditional phone calls or text messages.

They can also quickly react to imminent
danger when it occurs to any member of the
group, leaving room for their children to
grow independently with a sense of trust.

The One & Only Solution



After each family member  
installs Connected, the app  
allows users to view their  
family members’ instant  
and most accurate location,  
instead of waiting or a reply  
on a “where are you? ” text  
or a phone call.

How It Works



The Bayraktars

Mehmet and Ebru Bayraktar live in  
Istanbul, Turkey. Mehmet is a Real  
estate agency’s sales rep. Ebru  
works in a nearby kindergarten as a  
teacher.

They have three lovely children:  
Emre the oldest of 19 years,  
Fatima 10 years old and a little girl  
called Aisha of 3.5 years old.
Aisha always stays with her mother  
at home or in the kindergarten.

Family Example:



Everyday Mehmet drops Fatima at the  
bus stop before he heads to work. That  
routine is accompanied by a feeling of  
uncertainty -- “Will Fatima arrive safely at  
school this time? What about her way back  
home? ”

Emre just got his driver's license, so he  
started driving the family’s old car to go to  
school. Yet Mehmet feels worried about  
how Emre will drive when he’s not beside  
him in the passenger seat.

Similarly, Ebru finds herself  
constantly stressed because of the  
nature of Mehmet’s job; she never  
knows exactly when he leaves his  
office or if he got stuck in traffic.



After having bought little Aisha the  
budget-friendly Connected GPS  
watch, the Bayraktars then started  
using Connected on their daily drive.

Now every morning, a little after  
Mehmet drops Fatima at the bus  
stop, he gets a notification that she  
is now at school. An hour later he is  
notified that Ebru and little Aisha  
arrived at the kindergarten.



He remembers to check the app to  
see how Emre is driving; luckily he is  
driving responsibly on his way to  
school. Yet when Mehmet checked  
the Drive Reports he finds that  
Emre does a lot of harsh breaks, so  
he makes a note to himself to talk  
about that with Emre in the  
evening.

Later on this day, Mehmet sees that  
all his family is at home safe and  
Fatima is moving around the house  
probably on her bike. Fatima then is  
distracted by the neighbor’s dog,  
which made her miss a rock on the  
pavement, resulting in an  
unfortunate fall. Fatima then sent  
her family a Help Request through  
the app, so that they could come  
help her.



As we can see in the previous case  
study, our Connected App creates a  
secure, private group among  
members of a certain family.

The App replaces all traditional ways  
with an effective environment and  
quick decisions to be taken in a timely  
manner. It also mimics the need for  
attention and control, as it bridges the  
gap that is constantly arising between  
family members.



Traction & Accomplishments

We have finished the development stage of the app on both iOS and  
Android platforms. We have published the app on both Google Play  
Store, and Apple's App Store. Currently we're at the Marketing stage,  

and productions research for the GPS watches.

We have achieved customer satisfaction in our beta test so far.
We have attracted approximately 17,000 users, both organically and  

with some very light campaigns and marketing.

TS ISO/IEC Certificates in:
TS ISO/IEC 15504-5 Certificate and  

TS ISO/IEC 15408-3 Certificate

ISO Certificate in:
Quality Management System "ISO 9001 : 2015",  
and Information Security Management System  

"ISO 27001 : 2017"



Ahmed Alazkani
Co-Founder and  
General Director

Anas Sasa
Co-Founder and  

CEO

Ramazan Ceyhan
Coordinator,  

PR Representative

Meet the Team

Muhammad Seyrawan
Product Owner, Coordination,  
Software Engineer



Mohammad Matini
Full Stack Developer, Development  
and DevOps Software Engineer

Mahmoud Shahoud
Senior Mobile App Developer, Mobile App  
Development Team Lead, Software Engineer

Avvab Lababidi
Creative Manager, Product Design  
Team Lead, UX Designer

Islam Ali
Digital Marketing Manager, Ad Campaign  
Management, Digital Marketer

Moumen Nahhas
CFO, Accounting



Market Opportunity

There are approximately 20 million  
married couples in Turkey -- that's  
25% of the total population, which  
increased by 13% in the last eight  
years alone.

Calculating the the percentage of  
married couples to the population of  
all countries of upper middle income  
and high income ones, we will be able  
to find that our market opportunity is  
very big, with about 650 million  
families in 50 countries that match  
the previous factors.
Of those, about 400 million families
fit within our target audience.



Market Opportunity

We are pre-revenue but anticipate that  
we will make money through a
three-tiered B2C subscription model:

Plus the addition of selling GPS devices  
as an accompanied campaign to the  
subscription model.

OUR ANTICIPATED REVENUE IS AS FOLLOWS:

Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

First 6 months,

we will be mainly  
focusing on expanding  

our user base

Following 6 months,

the expected net  
revenue is:
$270,923

6 months after that,

the expected net  
revenue is:
$497,498



Key Strengths

In business since 2008
Support from major companies

Listen to what’s happening  
around your child's phone  
See which apps/games your  
child is using and for how long

Helps prevent children from  
logging out/turning off location  
Motion and fitness: allow the  
app to monitor your device  
motion activity to improve  
battery life and performance.

Key Weaknesses

Limited market investment  
Location provided is not  
accurate
Doesn't support third-party  
GPS watches

Listen in = spyware  
Poor Customer Support
Can’t browse app w/o installing  
it on child's device

Available only on iOS  
Can't try the app without  
subscribing; no trial  
period.

Competitive Overview

My Family



Unique Advantages

Customers are more likely to subscribe  
to Connected for its:

Location accuracy  
Convenience  
Additional accessories
Multiple languages for expansion  
and scale
Availability on both Android and iOS  
Freemium option to tract more  
customers

We also have future B2B project plans.



Development Pipeline

We are planning to expand Connected  
to serve any group of people consisting  
of two or more members.

This could vary from families or couples  
to even touristic groups.

Many enterprises depend on location for
their services, and we are eager to serve
them as well.

Tourists

Enterprises

Families &  
Couples



Investment Opportunity

at the beginning  
of 2021

During all  
milestones we are  

Developing the  
App and  

expanding our  
sales and PR  

points

Activate  
Marketing Plan  

Phase Two:

after the investment  
at the last quarter of  

the year 2020

Market  
Expanding:

Activate  
Marketing Plan  

Phase One:

this has started  
already

For this round, Connected is seeking a total raise of

$1,000,000
in equity.

The funds will allow us to reach the following milestones:



OUR ANTICIPATED USE OF  
FUNDS INCLUDES:

Marketing - 50%  
Product Maintenance  
and Development - 10%  
R&D - 10%
Key Hires - 10%
GPS devices manufacturing  
and distribution Cost - 20%

Key Hires



Why Invest?

The Connected App was designed
-- from day one -- to give parents  
peace of mind.

We want to help them know where  
their kids are and if they are safe.

Many app and hardware makers have  
tried to offer similar products, but  
they're all a major disappointment.
Most barely work, if at all.

Connected is the first true solution to  
every parent's daily worries. With  
Connected, you'll finally know where  
your children are and if they’re safe.



Ahmed Allazkani
ahmed@kayisoft.net
+90 539 946 27 70
connectedapp.live

mailto:ahmed@kayisoft.net
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